Construct

Construct 5
T7Lys-CDS 526 7 228bp N/A A10, A11, A12, B1, B2, B3, B4
Construct 6
T7Lys-CDS 526 7 234bp N/A A10, A11, A12, B1, B2, B3, B7
Construct 7
T7Lys-CDS 526 8 255bp 2 A10, A11, A12, B1, B2, B3, A8, A9
Construct 8
T7Lys -CDS  526  8  255bp  1  A10, A11, A12,  B1, B2, B3, B5, B6   Construct 9 CI857-CDS   781  6  203bp  2  B8, B9, B10, B11,  B12, C1   Construct 10 CI857-CDS  781  6  209bp  1  B8, B9, B10, B11,  B12, C6   Construct 11 CI857-CDS  781  7  230bp  N/A  B8, B9, B10, B11,  B12, C2, C3   Construct 12 CI857-CDS  781  7  230bp  1  B8, B9, B10, B11,  B12, C4, C5  Construct 13 T7Pol-CDS  2737  3  87bp  3  C7, C8, C9  Construct 14 T7Pol-CDS  2737  3  93bp  2  C7, C8, 
